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Winter Protection that's Practical, Beautiful, Interesting 
 
I. Why protect hardy plants? 
A.* If the plant is marginal in your zone.* 
B.* If you must compensate for a harsh microclimate.* 
 Frost pocket, wind tunnel, hotspot. 
C. During a plant's youth, or first years on site. 
 Some plants acquire hardiness as bark thickens, roots spread wide. 
D.* Because the plants' roots are hardy but the buds or woody parts are not.* 
 Mophead (blue, pink) Hydrangeas; butterfly bush; crape myrtle, etc. 
E. Because animals are hungry and cold... and bold in our absenec. 
    
 *Always ask: 'Then why am I growing this?' Or 'Can I give it a better site?' 
 
II. How do we protect tender plants, those not hardy to our zone? 
A. Bring them indoors... 
 Might cause them to enter dormancy, first. 
 Not simple to hold them dormant. Think about holding a carrot all winter. 
B. ...or put them in a root cellar. 
 Which may be outdoors, a simple deep pit or buried barrel. 
 
III. Important hardiness concepts 
A. The healthiest plant is the hardiest plant. 
 See notes following the outline about light, water, and fertilizer. 
 Roots are least hardy part. Every plant can use an airy blanket on its roots. 
 Critical to protect whole root zone, especially tips: From dripline on out!  
B. Branch tips - buds -- harden first each fall. 
 The base of canes or lower trunk is at risk if the soil freezes suddenly. 
C. Hardening takes time. Fall freezes less risky than revival in a long winter thaw. 
 Shade can save the day. 
 Cover early risers to put them in touch with ground heat, always there. 
 
IV. Practical, beautiful protection 
A. Protection do's. 
 Aim to slow the wind, no stopping it. 
 Support without immobilizing. 
 Expect some bending, and then plants righting themselves. 
 Protect once cold begins. If using a waxy coating, renew it after 6 weeks. 
B. Protection don't's. 
 Wind screens should not touch the plant. 
 Salt barriers should not touch the plant and should intercept salt source. 
 Sun screens are not needed except on the sunny side(s). 
 Never beat down to remove heavy snow or ice. Lift up or prop. 
C. A word about what makes a pretty winter scene. 
 Our view expands: More space between objects is appreciated. 
 Winter shadows can be harsh. Tone down contrast between elements. 
 Elegant: Subtle color differences, variety of shapes and textures. 
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D. Let's wrap it up 
 Have a clear objective for screens and covers:  
  Screen creates a buffered zone 30 times its own height. 
  Wind becomes faster at gaps, ends of windbreak. 
  Covers must go to the ground. 
 Might a screen, cover or support actually add to the scene? 
  Translating from Japanese fuyu-jitaku: Practically pretty 
 Out-think the deer, mice, rabbits... Delay mulch. Cage what's at-risk. 
 
Winter protection starts with year-round health: 
Proper light 
A plant species that evolved in full sun is energy-deprived in less. A species that evolved 
in shade may suffer from nutrient loss in too much sun, and scorch (loss of leaf surface)' 
it, too, is weak. Weak plants cannot weather winter as well as healthy plants. 
 
Water! 
A cell's got to have the right amount of water to be ready for the first real cold. 
So don't look out in fall at dry plants and think, "Oh well, that's that. This year the show's 
done. I'll get back on track next year." Because this is already their prep time for "next 
year." It's a time that can't be recaptured once it's passed. Studies show that summer- 
and late summer drought weaken a plant even more than a dry fall. A summer-dry zone 
5 plant might not even survive a zone 6 winter. 
On the other end of the moisture meter, slow drainage is a killer, especially in winter. A 
plant may survive less than perfect drainage all summer because it keeps growing new 
roots to replace those lost to rot. In winter when growth slows or stops, it loses ground. 
So check and improve drainage. 
 
Stop fertilizing in late summer. Then go slow and organic in late fall. 
When there's too much nitrogen in a cell the hardening process doesn't proceed at pace. 
That cell may be "soft" when the first cold comes. 
For plants that you know need fertilizer, wait until late October or whenever your local 
"fall color" season is well advanced or done. Then it's fine to apply a slow release organic 
fertilizer such as alfalfa meal, cottonseed meal, or a manure. (It may seem like late fall is 
a do-nothing time but much of a fall organic fertilizer will be already inside the plant's 
cells by budbreak next spring. No kidding!) 
 
Finish all hedge pruning and shaping of trees and shrubs by mid-September. 
Minor cuts are okay -- light touch-up, harvesting a branch her and there for decorations -
- but hard cuts that suddenly expose innermost wood, cane- and trunk bases to drastic 
temperature drop can cause dieback. 
Be done with major pruning at least a few weeks before your area's first fall frost date -- 
six weeks before is better. (SE Michigan expects its first killing frost about October 21, so 
you're pressing it when you prune after about September 9.) 
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Any time is okay for emergency pruning -- correcting sudden or dangerous problems. 
But hold all serious pruning until plants are fully dormant, after Christmas. 
 
Acknowledge the tenderness of roots. 
Roots are the least hardy parts of most plants. If soil temperature drops below 
freezing, roots begin to die. This applies even to the roots of plants hardy in your 
zone. Root death is most likely if soil temperature drops quickly to below 25°F. In 
a Vermont study, Geranium species top-hardy to -40F (zone 3) began to show 
damage at 23°F. Even if the cold increases slowly so roots can acclimate, root 
death is pretty certain to start as soil temperatures drop below 12°F. 
 
Soil temperatures that low are rare in our region, since such super-cooling might 
require two or more weeks of -20°F air temperatures. But it can happen, 
especially in bare soil and in containers and planters where soil along exposed 
sides has no insulation. 
 
Soils are warmed in winter mostly from below. Heat rises from the warm depths 
through frosty layers, then out to the sky. Snow, mulch, airy turf, and other 
coverings keep the soil warmer than the air by slowing heat's rise. In Bozeman, 
Montana one January when the air was 0°F and there was 12" of snow cover: 

Soil temperature in the upper 2 feet: 30°F. 
Temperature 3 feet and below: 50-55°F. 

In Wisconsin when the air was 1°F: 
 Under 3 inches of snow (mulch), the soil surface was 16°F. 
 Under 6 inches of snow (mulch), the soil surface was 22°F. 
 
So aerate and mulch the root zone. 
Aeration improves drainage, so excess water and ice don't build up against plant tissues. 
In truly cold spells, roots growing in soil that's both moist and airy are more likely to 
survive than those in dry soil. 
2" to 3" of mulch is adequate. An additional "comforter" of fluffy fall leaves is excellent. 
Add extra mulch after killing frosts begin if you're nursing a marginal plant or one that 
may not have had time to establish roots to fullest possible depth and spread. 
Mulch slows loss of heat from the ground and delays soil freezing. 
A delay in freezing of soil is good news for the base of a tree trunk or woody cane of a 
shrub -- the last above-ground part of the plant to harden against cold. If the ground 
freezes suddenly, early, or that stem base is still very moist when this happens, that plant 
can be killed to the ground, or killed outright. Come spring, the plant may not leaf out, or 
leaf out and then wither and die. If you look low on the trunk or canes of such a plant 
you'll probably find the bark split there. This may be the most common cause of death in 
hybrid tea roses and marginally hardy shrubs. 
Short on mulch or time? Focus on blanketing the soil at a plant's drip line. The tips of 
roots there are least hardy, those near the trunk, hardiest. 
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Plan wind protection for broad leaf evergreens and marginally hardy plants. 
Wind dries what it touches and dry foliage loses its hardiness.// Plants can handle more 
cold if there is no wind to dry their leaves. //Wrapping a plant does not protect it from 
wind. Placing a screen such as snow fencing or burlap several feet upwind, does.// If 
stakes will be needed, place them before the ground freezes. 
 
If your site is windy, it's wise to select plants that are one zone hardier than your 
area's overall USDA Hardiness zone rating. The same step goes for plants in pots 
or planters that winter outdoors -- roots there lack the earth's insulating embrace. 
 
 
Fuyu-jitaku: Japanese gardeners make winter protection pretty 
 jitaku = home 
 miki = tree trunk 
 maki = scroll, wind up, tie 
 wara = straw 
 fuyu = winter 
 gakoi = block/protect 
 tsuri/zuri = fishing/hanging/suspending 
 yuki = snow 
 
Yuki-tsuri, also yuki-zuri: snow fishing, snow suspension 
Protecting plants by setting a pole (bamboo or a slender tree trunk) into the 
ground alongside the tree's trunk. Then the limbs of the tree are attached to the 
top of that pole with thick rope. The visual effect is of the ribs of a paper 
umbrella closed tent-like over the plant 
 
Especially for evergreens pruned as "cloud trees" -- forms in which the foliage is 
in tufts at branch ends. On these, snow can accumulate heavily in the needles 
and overload the branches. The ropes support the limbs and can cause snow to 
slide down their lines rather than lodge on limbs. 
 
Style/Plant variants: Ringo-zuri for older trees, shibori-zuri for shrubs. 
 
Miki-tsuri 
A variation of yuki-tsuri, in which ropes run from the top of the cloud tree's own 
trunk to its limbs. 
 
Miki-maki 
Trunk wrapping to prevent moisture loss or protect an old tree or thin barked 
tree. May also be used during the growing season to shade delicate bark. 
 
Wara-maki - "straw binding" 
Miki-maki with rice straw or straw mats wrapped around a trunk like a coat, 
sometimes overlapping like petticoats under a skirt. Applied as ornament as well 
as to protect thin-barked trees.  The straw mats are tied with hemp rope, which 
may be died black. The straw may fan out radially around the plant's trunk, 
covering the ground.  
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Kasa -- a wide, conical hat  
May be placed atop the trunk to finish off a wara-maki. An early blooming citrus 
tree can look great under a kasa perched on bamboo, made of brown dried reed 
and green bamboo tied with black hemp. 
 
Yabu-maki 
Leafy bundles of (bamboo) branches tied onto limbs or trunks of a plant that 
needs only a little protection. The layering of juniper branches or hemlock 
branches to shade a trunk could fall into this category. 
 
Komo-maki  
May look like miki-maki but is done for a different reason. Usually does not 
cover the entire trunk, more often a single straw mat tied around each tree trunk. 
The bottom part of the mat is tied tightly, the top is loose. Put in place in time to 
intercept downward-crawling, destructive caterpillars seeking winter shelter in 
rough bark. These lodge in the straw. In early spring the mats are removed and 
burned, killing the caterpillars. 
 
Wara-tate - "straw protective screen' 
Straw mats on bamboo stilts to make a roof over tender plants, holding in some 
ground warmth but allowing the plants to be seen and admired. 
 
Perhaps you have applied wara-tate to plants, perhaps in spring using floating 
row cover. You might place pans of water under that cover when frost is likely. 
The water will release heat as it cools, releasing 17,562 calories even as it freezes. 
 
Yuki-gakoi - "snow fence" 
Fencing from straw mats, bamboo and hemp... classier than burlap or plastic! 
 
Fuyu-gakoi or Niwa-gakoi - "winter fence"  
Such as split bamboo strips tied close together and tee-pee'd over a plant. 
 
Hozue 
A t-bar or pole used to prop up a heavy limb. The term comes from the pose of 
holding your head up on your hand. 
 
Good resource: 
http://www.japanesegardensonline.com/The-Living-Tapestry/ 
click on the sub-chapter "Winter Precautions" 


